TMW.Suite
End-to-End growth solution for transportation businesses

SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS FOR:
TRUCKLOAD | BROKERAGE/3PL | DEDICATED & PRIVATE FLEET
INTERMODAL | LTL | FINAL MILE | ASSET MAINTENANCE
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE
As the leading provider of transportation management, business intelligence and fleet maintenance solutions, TMW Systems maintains a laser focus on helping transportation businesses accelerate growth while maximizing efficiency and bottom-line performance. In short, we help you win every day.

TMW solutions are developed and supported by transportation industry experts who understand the daily challenges facing your business. With over 2,300 customers worldwide, TMW is the standard by which other industry providers are measured. Our customer base includes more than 70% of the top 100 for-hire carriers and 30% of the top 30 US brokerage companies.

We can help make your job easier through highly flexible, configurable software and related solutions that will adapt to and grow with your business. We can bring you the critical end-to-end visibility and control you need to make the right decisions right now. Whether your challenge is growing sales, increasing service levels, boosting revenue per mile, managing compliance, controlling costs, reducing driver turnover, cutting empty miles, or all of the above, your path to winning begins with TMW.
The success of any transportation business can be seen in hard numbers—operating margins, freight volume, revenue per mile, cost per mile, utilization, fuel spend, administrative costs, driver turnover and on-time delivery.

For TMW customers, winning means finding ways to achieve tangible, sustained improvements in each of these numbers. In fact, no other technology provider can match our record of success across a full range of transportation industry segments:

- Truckload
- Auto Hauler
- Final Mile
- 3PL/Dedicated Logistics
- LTL
- Energy & Fuel Supply
- Brokerage
- Intermodal
- Reefer
- Private Fleet
- Bulk
- Flatbed

Here’s how just a few leading transportation service providers have leveraged TMW solutions to increase their winning percentages:

| Improved Logistics & Pricing Models | RUAN | Realized a 15% reduction in undelivered product. |
| Improved On-Time Deliveries | ROYAL | On-time delivery rate increased from 82% to 94%. |
| Delivered on Customer-Centric Model | A. Duie Pyle | Reduced lag time in pricing requests, increased flexibility with customers. |
| Identified Path to Operational Excellence | Irving | Increased efficiency, operational control and competitiveness. |
| Better Onboarding of New Customers | NFI | Accelerated customer onboarding, reducing total time by ⅔. |
| Improved Inventory Forecasts, Replenishments | Solar Transport | Increased detention-time billing revenue by 35%. |
| Controlled Cost Pressures | Metropolitan Trucking, Inc. | Leveraged analytics for better financial monitoring. |
TMW.Suite.

**TMW.Suite. Driving Business Excellence, from Order-to-Cash.**

As TMW’s most advanced transportation management solution, TMW.Suite serves as the end-to-end business growth platform for hundreds of leading commercial and private carriers, brokers, 3PLs and other transportation enterprises.

Scalable to fleets with assets ranging from 25 and up—and featuring a broad array of industry-leading rating and optimization tools for carriers, brokers and 3PLs—TMW.Suite stands alone in helping customers streamline every step of the transportation lifecycle, from soliciting business and booking orders to billing and settlements. TMW.Suite is designed for:

**Commercial Carriers and Dedicated Fleets**

TMW.Suite helps carriers improve efficiency, utilization and operating ratios by providing real-time visibility and control of virtually every operational area and process. Diversified businesses can use this single solution to enhance the performance of asset- and non-asset-based divisions.

**Private Fleets**

This powerful TMS enables private fleets to apply many of the same best practices used by leading commercial carriers to enhance operational efficiency; manage drivers for scheduling, repetitive order scheduling; compliance and safety; complex pay structures; reduce costs; and streamline multi-stop, multi-order deliveries.

**Brokers and 3PLs**

TMW.Suite combines world-class multi-mode rating and planning with the comprehensive order management, execution, accounting and other features of a best-of-breed TMS, all geared toward reducing cost. TMW.Suite allows brokers to efficiently enter orders, cover loads and manage margin.
Key Benefits of the TMS Solution

Improve staff productivity and customer satisfaction by quickly capturing load entry, calculation of miles, analyze pricing and margins as well as customer and load specific information needed to plan and dispatch loads correctly and on time. TMW.Suite automatically calculates trip distance and estimated delivery time, helps users reduce empty miles, minimize dispatch errors and enhance driver communication.

Brokerage/3PL

Leading brokers and dedicated logistics businesses rely on TMW.Suite to cover more loads in less time with solutions built for the brokerage and 3PL market with powerful tools including planning, rating and tendering, track-and-trace, carrier settlements and more.

View restricted loads with our load planning and resource management tool for non-shifted based dispatch. Review outbound and inbound trips ready for dispatch.
Multi-Mode Rating and Planning for Carriers, Brokers and 3PLs

Carriers, brokers, 3PLs and blended transportation businesses can quickly and accurately model customer and carrier rate contracts across all modes in addition to minimizing the complexity of planning, executing and managing shipments through the TMW.Suite and 3G-TM rating engine and load optimization algorithm.

TMW with Enhanced Rating for truckload, LTL and parcel shipments enables users to calculate actual costs in advance for carrier/service selection. This powerful tool helps brokers, 3PLs and other users more easily plan executable loads, reduce freight expense and manage complex carrier and customer contracts.

TMW with Advanced Load Planning is built around a comprehensive set of algorithms designed to minimize transportation spend and dramatically enhance service levels. Users can factor in all modes and carriers as well as multi-stops and pool distributions in building optimal, executable loads based on savings, real-time constraints, parameters and routing guides.
See the most critical sites in one glance. Dispatch Dashboards Tanks Grid (top left) is sorted by the #1 tank to hit the Critical Level for product first. Dispatchers can check the Available Loads Grid (bottom right) to determine if a load has been dispatched.

Fuel Dispatch
TMW Fuel Dispatch brings tanker fleets and petroleum jobbers the heightened situational awareness needed to provide superior service and value to today’s fuel retailers. The Fuel Dispatch module enables users to automate even the most complex business processes and eliminate costly, error-prone manual data entry. Complete systems integration connects carriers with ordering parties and consignees, and delivery planning teams with tank level monitoring, consumption forecasts and rack pricing.
Administrative Operations

Accurate, efficient and cost-effective administrative operations are the backbone of any successful transportation business. TMW.Suite integrates complex functions into a single, highly streamlined eco-system that enables your team to gain control over financial processing. Your team can eliminate hours of manual data entry—and the potential errors associated with re-keying information. Above all, you can improve your cash cycle and grow your business without adding staff.

Electronic Document Management

Your business is challenged each day to manage and share more information, more quickly, than ever before. If you are still tackling this job by “pushing paper,” you could be wasting thousands of dollars each week in unnecessary labor, storage costs and reduced efficiency.

TMW offers electronic document management solutions that fit the needs of your business. Whether you choose TMW Imaging, TMW-Synergize, or one of our partners, electronic document management turns trip paperwork, invoices, forms and archived documents into electronic files that are easy to access at any time. Scan, store and manage all of your documents for better customer service, reduced labor, elimination of paper costs and waste, plus increased cash flow.

With TMW.Suite, you gain greater value with high efficiency through automated processing.
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

TMW Reveal™ Series

How “intelligent” is your business?

Are you making strategic decisions based solely on conventional reporting? Are you reactively managing your business instead of proactively capitalizing on new opportunities for growth and increased profitability? More simply, are you managing your business through the rearview mirror or the windshield?

TMW’s Reveal Series, developed exclusively by and for transportation industry professionals, is a powerful set of decision-making tools. The series includes TMW Data Warehouse and Visual Analytics Dashboards, which empower your business to leverage data sourced from multiple systems within your business as well as other industry organizations.

With these solutions you can:

• Generate actionable intelligence across all business operations
• Adapt strategies, systems and services to a changing market
• Benchmark business performance against industry peers

Take a data implementation typically measured in years and gain insight into your operation in weeks.

Affordable, Scalable, Secure.

This cloud-based solution provides TMW customers with secure, scalable access to the TMW Data Warehouse and leading-edge data models without the need to invest in expensive on-site servers, applications and personnel.

With TMW Reveal Series, you can move beyond “what” you know based on past performance to reveal “how” and “why” new strategies and practices can improve your bottom line.
‘INTELLIGENT’ BID MANAGEMENT

TMW Engage™ Series

Your business strategies and processes can make or break your organization and pennies absolutely matter. The freight bidding process often involves too much administrative heavy lifting with reviews of complex shipper spreadsheets and documents as well as time-intensive searches through tangled webs of historical files. Careful, thoughtful analysis is important to making better decisions so that you win the right business.

TMW Engage.Bid™ is a web-based application that simplifies the conversion and analysis of often-complicated shipper RFP documents. Users can then apply critical pricing intelligence—including the TMW Market Rate Index (MRI)—to quickly assess each opportunity and develop bids that are consistent with their businesses’ competitive strategies and cost structures.
Mobile Communications

TMW.Suite can help improve the ROI of your mobile communications investment by integrating with a variety of certified smartphone devices used to communicate digitally with drivers for trip status and load instructions as well as to support shipment track-and-trace capabilities.

TMW offers its own, proprietary mobile communications application: **D2Link**, a cost-effective mobile data solution offered for use with various consumer smartphones and handsets from major cellular carriers. The D2Link system offers a flexible alternative to traditional, fixed in-cab communications platforms.

Also, thanks to **TMW FleetConneX**, our revolutionary universal mobile communications integration tool, you can avoid the costly, time-intensive coding and data latency issues. **FleetConneX** lives in the cloud, where its web viewer can be accessed from any Internet connection. It supports more than 180 data fields covering virtually every aspect of a freight order and fleet operation. And its configurable grids can present as much or as little information as you require, allowing you to easily add or subtract fields from approved forms.
We’re ready to help you WIN everyday.
As the industry’s premier provider of transportation management, routing/scheduling, fleet maintenance and business intelligence solutions, TMW Systems can partner with your business to identify the right path to operational and competitive excellence. We can help you go for the WIN by ensuring maximum return on your next technology investment.

WIN THE BIG PICTURE WITH TMW SYSTEMS.
GET STARTED TODAY!
TMW.Suite – software designed to improve performance.

For more information, contact us at:
solutions@tmwsystems.com
or call us at 1-800-401-6682